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Alice Watson's no longer the shy, overweight girl everyone dissed back in high school -- everyone, that is,
except Marcus Quinn, her one-time best friend who ended up trampling all over her heart. Now, thirteen
years later, Alice is tall, stunning, sensational...and a genuine movie star who goes by the name of Desirée
LaCroix. And passion's flame starts smoking again when she sees that handsome Marcus still has it going on.
But is it Alice or her famous Hollywood persona who's got his beautiful brown eyes wide open?

Marcus's own heart has gone through major achin' since back in the day. And the reappearance of
Alice/Desirée seems to spell bigtime trouble. Still, this proud, sexy sista could make Marcus forget the pain
and his promise not to let a fine face and figure turn his head ever again. And even though the lady's got
drama -- and there's serious danger doggin' her trail -- this could be the time for cautious Marcus to commit
to a perfect love that he once let get too far away.
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From reader reviews:

Katie Phillips:

Inside other case, little persons like to read book If You Want Me. You can choose the best book if you like
reading a book. Providing we know about how is important some sort of book If You Want Me. You can add
understanding and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, because from book you
can understand everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you will end up known. About
simple issue until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we can open a book or maybe searching by
internet gadget. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's go through.

Lorenzo Brown:

What do you think about book? It is just for students as they are still students or this for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has various personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't want do that. You must know how great and important the book If You Want Me. All type of book is it
possible to see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Deborah Wilkerson:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store?
Make an effort to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its deal
with may doesn't work here is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not while
fantastic as in the outside appear likes. Maybe you answer is usually If You Want Me why because the
excellent cover that make you consider in regards to the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside
or content will be fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you
to pick up this book.

Stacey Williams:

This If You Want Me is great reserve for you because the content which can be full of information for you
who else always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This book reveal it data
accurately using great organize word or we can point out no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read
this hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward
sentences but difficult core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having If You Want Me in your
hand like keeping the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no
guide that offer you world inside ten or fifteen small right but this e-book already do that. So , this really is
good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt which?
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